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Henri Matisse discovered
his artistic talent by chance.
As a young adult, he was
bedridden due to an illness and started
painting to pass the time.
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u Figure 1–1EMHenri Matisse. Red Fish. 1912.
Oil on canvas. 140 3 98 cm (55 3 38 5⁄ 8”). The Pushkin
Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow, Russia.
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How is art a part of our daily lives? Visual images

are all around us. Artists arrange shapes, lines, and colors
into images about our world. Each artist’s work is as personal and individual as the artist. In this book, you will
learn how to look at art and the world around you with
the eyes of an artist.
Look closely at Figure 1–1.
Describe the colors and
shapes you see. What do
you think was the artist’s
purpose for creating this
artwork? Explain.
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In this chapter, you will explore many purposes for
studying and creating art. You will define the term
visual culture. You will also distinguish between fine
and applied art and explain the benefits of keeping a
portfolio.
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“Creativity takes courage.”

chap quote name

—Henri Matisse (1869–1954)
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Interpret the Quote Read the above
quote. How is it courageous to create
art? Explain in brief paragraph.
chap QW txt
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Word Knowledge. Create
a three-column chart. Put
the key terms in the first ready, set, read!
column and write what you
think each term means in
the second column. Add the
glossary definitions in the
third column. [FL LA.A.2.3.2]
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artist Henri Matisse.
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What Is Art?

24pt

What comes to mind when you think of
the word art? Perhaps you imagine paintings
and sculptures displayed at museums or in
homes. Maybe you envision movie posters
or book illustrations. Perhaps you imagine
paintings and sculptures displayed at museums or in homes. Maybe you envision movie
posters or book illustrations. All of these are
examples of art. Art is a visual statement that
represents the real world, communicates an idea
or feeling, or presents an interesting design.
Artists create visual statements using many
different tools, materials, and techniques.
An artist is a person who uses imagination and

18pt min
30pt max

skill to communicate ideas in visual form. Artists
invite you, the viewer, to look, think, and
find meaning or interest in their work.

Types

of

Art

34pt

Art can be divided into two categories—
fine art and applied art. Fine art refers to art
that is valued only for its visual appeal or success in communicating ideas or feelings. A painting, such as the one shown in Figure 1–1 on
page 2, is an example of fine art. Sculptures
and photographs can also be considered fine
art. Applied art refers to art that is made to
be functional as well as visually pleasing. Look
at the vase in Figure 1–2 and the throne in
Figure 1–3. These objects serve a functional
•tx bld

FL figure
in col
if its not
full col width

12pt

•fig #
•dingbat

cap

cred line

u Figure 1–2EM This vase was made by the Nazca, an
ancient culture of Southern Peru. The Nazca were known for
their skill in making pottery and textiles. Why is this vase
considered applied art?
Vase with agricultural motif. Nazca, Peru. c. 200 b. c. to 600 a. d.
Ceramic. National Archaeological Museum, Lima, Peru.

u Figure 1–3EM Notice the elaborate beadwork on this
African throne. How might it feel to sit on this throne? Why do
you think the artist incorporated a leopard as support for the
seat?
Throne. Bamenda, Cameroon. Nineteenth century. Wood,
beads. Height: 47 cm (18 ½”). Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit,
Michigan.

When paging, try to even length of pages out,
as well as evenly spread text and figures
through all the pages in each lesson
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2 hyphens
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purpose and also reflect thoughtful, artistic
design. Other examples of applied art include
clothing, jewelry, buildings, and posters.

Art

in Your

Life

We can find art all around us. Art is not
just the paintings you see hanging on walls.
Art includes the book you are reading, the
chair you are sitting on, and the video games
you play. Think of the visual statements you
find in your environment every day. These
images make up your visual culture, which
includes everything one sees, has seen, or may
imagine. Advertisements, the Internet, movies, toys, fashion, and cars as well as paintings are all part of your visual culture. Look
around you. What do you see?
26pt

h2

Looking at Art
Since art surrounds us, it is important to
learn how to “read” these visual statements.
If we glance at an object without stopping
to really look at it, we miss something. Becoming an effective “reader” of visual culture involves sharpening your observation
skills. Instead of glancing at an object, you
can study it closely and note interesting
details. When you do this, you are perceiving the object. To perceive is to become aware

through the senses of the special nature of objects.
Using your senses—sight, hearing, touch,
smell, and taste—to perceive an object increases your understanding of it. As your
perception skills strengthen, you will interpret your visual culture in personal and
meaningful ways.
20pt

• tab Sheets of sketch paper
• Mixing tray and tempera paint
• Two brushes, one wide and one
fine-tipped
• Shoe box and pieces of mat board
• Scissors and white glue
•bl bullet
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Participating in the visual arts brings
many rewards. When you learn about and
create art, you enrich your life. You gain
valuable knowledge and skills, and you increase your appreciation of the world around
you. The world of art can also inspire your
imagination, bringing you enjoyment and
satisfaction. In many ways, the visual arts
will enhance and deepen your understanding of life.

Why Study Art?
Art can communicate ideas and feelings
in powerful ways. Some artworks express
emotions or moods. You may think, for

If figure is wider than
one column and has its
caption placed on its side,
always place figure on
inside of page and
caption on outside of page

Make sure to correct credit line rule above
if caption text box width changes in any way
from one column
Rule above should always be 72pt long

u Figure 1–6 Imagine yourself in
this scene. What adjectives would you
use to describe the concert?
Malcah Zeldis. Elvis. 1994. © Art
Resource.
•cred ital
12pt
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If no FPO scan is supplied
create box best you can
for figure size tk

NO “GO-BY” SUPPLIED
FIGURE BOX IS
BEST GUESS
ONLY

Make sure to tag box
as shown here
to alert client that
no “go-by” was supplied

u Figure 6–4 How do you think paintings like this provide insight into the life and
culture of ancient China?
Attributed to Qu Ding. Summer Mountains. Northern Sung Dynasty (960–1127), eleventh
7 8 3 45 3/8 ”). The
century. Handscroll; ink and light color on silk. 45.4 3 115.3 cm (17 /
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, New York. C. C. Wang Family, Gift of The Dillon
Fund, 1973 (1973.120.1).

Longest line length for
captions is 336pt
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example, that the bright, inviting colors in
Figure 1–1 communicate cheerfulness. Other
artworks seek to persuade the viewer of
something. For example, advertising posters
are intended to persuade you to purchase
specific products. Studying art will help you
interpret and evaluate the many messages
in artworks. The perceptual and analytical
skills you develop will benefit you.
Studying art will also increase your
knowledge about different time periods and
cultures. Artworks often teach us about the
eras in which they were created. The painting in Figure 1–4, for example, shows a
portrait of George Washington. It suggests
the important role that Washington played
in America’s fight for independence. The
stately portrait tells us that Washington was
a respected and admired figure. The painting also tells us about the clothing worn by
military men in the late 1700s.
Art teaches not only about history, but
also the environments of different cultures
and the materials that people used to create art. Look again at Figure 1–2. It indicates that the Nazca used clay and natural
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pigments from their environment to create
pottery. Sometimes, artworks tell us what
cultures consider valuable. The beads used in
Figure 1–3 were actually imported from
Europe to complete the king’s throne. When
you study art, you enhance your understanding and appreciation of diverse cultures.

Creating Art
Like studying art, creating original works
of art is a rewarding experience. You expand
your creative abilities and sharpen your
problem-solving skills. When you participate in group art projects, you demonstrate
teamwork and cooperation. You also get to
practice your communication skills.
Purposes for Creating Art
Many reasons exist for creating art. Some
artists create to express thoughts and emotions. Others do so to experiment with different tools, materials, techniques, and styles.
Many artists create art simply for the joy of
doing so. Can you think of and describe other
purposes for creating works of art?

Finding Ideas
Ideas for artworks come from a variety
of sources. Artists often use life surroundings and personal experiences to express
ideas and feelings visually. Some people
draw inspiration from their cultural heritage.
This can include literature, music, historical
events, and other artworks. It is important
to understand that ideas evolve over time.
Another source of inspiration is the global
community. Artists might incorporate styles,
materials, and designs found in other cultures. If you were to create an original artwork right now, where might you get your
ideas? How might you draw from your surroundings and experiences to create your
artwork?
Trying Different Solutions
Finding an idea for your art is only the
first step in the process of creation. The next
step involves deciding how to communicate
that idea. Will you create a painting, a sculpture, or digital art? What materials will you

20pt

Develop Perceptual
Awareness
•sans run in

Feat H

EN

Perception. Practice developing your
perceptual awareness using all of your
senses. Look around your classroom
and select any object. Take time to
observe the object closely, studying it
from different angles. Hold the object in
your hands and think about how it feels.
Does the object make noise? Does it
have a taste or a scent? Now place the
object out of sight and make a list of all
the characteristics you remember. In
your sketchbook, use colored pencils
to create a picture that communicates
what you perceived.

sans tx

P O R T F O L I O

Port

Use creative writing strategies and
your list of object characteristics to
write a short poem describing your
object.
tab

sans tx
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use? Will your artwork be realistic or symbolic? Choosing a solution requires you to
use problem-solving skills.
Keep in mind that there are many ways
to solve an artistic “problem.” For example,
look at the two artworks shown on these
pages. Both depict the same subject: music
and dance. The artworks present two solutions to the same problem. Figure 1–5 shows
a relief sculpture created over five hundred
years ago.

u Figure 1–5 Consider the era in which this sculpture
was created. What kind of music do you imagine is being
played?
Luca della Robbia the Elder. Children dancing and playing
wind instruments (from choir loft). Fifteenth century. Museo
dell’Opera del Duomo, Florence, Italy.

Check Your
Understanding

space
above
and below
should be
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1. Discuss how art is a part of your life and
the world around you.
2. What does it mean to perceive?

fnl

12pt
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LESSON 2

Creating an Egyptian-Inspired
Collage
Art teaches us about past civilizations,
answering questions about what people wore
and how they spent their time. Egyptian
works of art tell us about cultural customs,
religious beliefs, and the daily activities and
funeral practices of nobility.
Describe what you see in the tomb wall
painting in Figure 6–6. What are the figures
doing? In Lesson 1, you learned that Egyptian artists worked with strict rules. Besides
showing parts of the body in specific, mandatory ways, artists always depicted society’s
most important people. By following artistic
rules, artists created appealing and recognizable Egyptian human figures. Who might the
three people in this scene be? To further tell
a story, artists incorporated hieroglyphics,
the symbols or pictures of the ancient Egyptian
writing system.

NO “GO-BY” SUPPLIED
FIGURE BOX IS
BEST GUESS
ONLY

u Figure 6–6 Describe the story of this scene. What
techniques were used to emphasize the main character or
main idea?
Fowling in the Marshes, fragment of wall painting from
the tomb of Nebamun. Thebes. c. 1350 b. c.. 83 3 98 cm
(32 2/3 3 38 3/5”). Musée D’Orsay, Paris, France. Bridgeman Art
Library.
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What You Will Learn
You will create a mixed-media collage
inspired by ancient Egyptian paintings. You
will select specific media and processes to
express an original idea. Following the rules
of Egyptian art, you will use observational
drawing skills to depict an active scene that
includes three figures.

What You Will Need
• tab Sketch paper and pencils
• Various magazines
• Scissors
• Manila paper, 12 3 18”
• Coffee, tea, or brown watercolor paint
• Mixing cups and water
• Paintbrushes
• Ruler
• Construction paper in various skin tones
• White glue or glue sticks
• Crayons or oil pastels
• Markers
• Hieroglyphic stamps and ink pads
(optional)

bl

bl

bl

What You Will Do

tab

tab

1. Create sketches of a scene showing an
activity with three figures. The bottom of
your paper will indicate where the scene
takes place. Make the most important
figure the largest. Draw your figures
positioned in both frontal and profile
views. Choose your best sketch for the
design of the collage.
2. Cut out images from various magazines.
Find designs to be used for clothing,
plants, and animals. Choose images that
have interesting colors and patterns. Be
creative in your search.

nl

3. Gently crumple the manila paper into a
ball. Unfold the paper and flatten it out.
Mix coffee grounds or tea bags with hot
water. Paint the wrinkled paper with
the coffee or tea, or use diluted brown
watercolor paint. When the paper dries,
it will look like aged papyrus, or ancient
paper.
4. Draw a horizontal line at the bottom of
the prepared paper with a pencil and
ruler. This area will indicate what is in
front of the action.
5. Cut out figures and clothing from the
magazine images and construction
paper. Use crayons or oil pastels to add
details to the cutouts. Use additional
cutouts for objects that will help tell the
story. Practice arranging your shapes.
Glue down the final arrangement.
Outline the figures and objects with
black marker to make them stand out.
6. Optional: To add hieroglyphics to
the background, first draw vertical
columns behind the figures. Use stamps
or markers to create decorative or
meaningful symbols and pictures.
7. Gently crumple the manila paper into a
ball. Unfold the paper and flatten it out.
Mix coffee grounds or tea bags with hot
water. Paint the wrinkled paper with
the coffee or tea, or use diluted brown
watercolor paint. When the paper dries,
it will look like aged papyrus, or ancient
paper.
8. Draw a horizontal line at the bottom of
the prepared paper with a pencil and
ruler. This area will indicate what is in
front of the action.

Evaluating Your Work
12pt

•tabDescribe EM How many people are in the
collage? Describe the scene.
• Analyze Identify and describe the
elements of art in your collage.
• Interpret What techniques did you use
to tell the story of your collage? What
rules of Egyptian art did you follow to
emphasize the action?
• Judge Were you successful in using
Egyptian art rules to create your collage?
How did the media, techniques, and
processes you chose affect the final
outcome?
12pt
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u Figure 6–7

Studio Option
8pt
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Draw and color figures to cut out and use as
“actors” for your stage. Glue these figures on
pieces of mat board with small props so they
8
will stand. Place them in your model so they
pt
appear to be interacting with one another.

fbl

Student work.

18pt min
30pt max
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Visual Art Journal
12pt

Imagine the words that “actors”
on your stage might say. In your visual art journal, write a brief skit of
actions and dialogues taking place
on your stage. Keep in mind the feeling or mood of the David painting.

12
pt

sans just

12pt

For more student works,
go to art.glencoe.com.
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Arts and Entertainment
in the 19th Century
24pt

The performing arts were an important aspect
of nineteenth-century society. At the theatre,
audiences enjoyed ballets, operas, and plays.
These performances provided entertainment as
well as a chance for the audience to socialize.
The theatre also influenced art in the second half
of the nineteenth century.
tab

sans tx
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Artists

and the Theatre

34pt

Several artists, including Auguste Renoir and
Mary Cassatt, created artworks inspired by the

u Figure 15–23 This drawing
shows one of Degas’s favorite
subjects, ballet dancers. It gives us a
glimpse of what a ballet performance
in the nineteenth century was like.
Edgar Degas. Two Dancers Entering the
Stage. c. 1877–78. Pastel over monotype
in black ink on white modern laid
paper, discolored to tan. 38.1  35
cm (15 3 13¾”). Fogg Art Museum,
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. Courtesy of the Fogg
Art Museum, Harvard University
Art Museums, Bequest of Grenville
L. Winthrop. © 2003 President and
Fellows of Harvard College.
12pt
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theatre setting. Often, these artworks focused
on specific audience members enjoying a
performance. One important artist, however,
focused more on the performers. His name was
Edgar Degas (day-gah). Perhaps best known
for his artworks depicting ballet dancers, Degas
worked in several media. He created drawings,
paintings, and sculptures. Figure 15–23 shows
one of his pastel drawings of ballet dancers. This
picture captures a moment in a ballet, inviting the
viewer to “experience” the elegant performance.
18pt min
30pt max

6pt
6
pt
36.5pt

The Art

of Theatre

Posters

The emergence of a new art form also
helped increase the popularity of the performing
arts. This art form was the advertising poster.
Originating in the 1870s, poster art advertised
many products and events, including theatre
performances.
One artist who became famous for his theatre
posters was Alphonse Mucha. The style of his
artworks is known as Art Nouveau, which is
French for “new art.” The Art Nouveau style is
characterized by curving lines, asymmetry, and
ornate decorations. You can see an example
of this style in Figure 15–24. This is a theatre
poster that Mucha created for a play called
Lorenzaccio. The play starred a famous French
actress named Sarah Bernhardt.

•sans ital

•b sans
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Take Another Look
tab
1. Examine the drawing shown in Figure
15–23. How does the chosen medium,
pastel, contribute to the mood or feeling of
the artwork?
2. Study the poster shown in Figure 15–24.
What has the artist done to draw your
attention? Do you think this is a successful
theatre poster? Why or why not?
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Art & social studies
•b sans

u Figure 15–24 Mucha used elaborate floral
designs to decorate the background. He also
integrated text in his design in an artistic manner.
These qualities are characteristic of the Art Nouveau
style.

Art Social H1

EN

Create a poster. Choose a performing-arts
event, such as a play or a concert, in your
community. Design a poster to advertise the
chosen event. Select and use a variety of
appropriate art materials and tools. Use the
artworks shown in this feature as inspiration
for your poster.
12pt

Alphonse Mucha. Lorenzaccio. 1896. Color lithograph.
207 3 77 cm (81½ 3 30 1⁄3”). © 2003 Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York/ADAGP, Paris.
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Going against convention to
achieve artistic success

Berthe Morisot. Eugene Manet and His
Daughter at Bougival. 1881.
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Entire page is picked up from previous book
(except master page background and footer)
Make sure Head art, Initial Cap art
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n the nineteenth century, opportunities
for women to become professional artists
were limited. That didn’t stop Berthe Morisot
from pursuing a career in art. Morisot was
born to wealthy parents in Bourges, France,
in 1841. By age 15, she had decided that she
wanted to become a professional artist. An art
teacher of Morisot and her sister warned their
mother, “[Your daughters] will become painters. In your well-to-do society that would be
a revolution, almost a catastrophe.”
Despite social pressure against upper-class
women becoming professional artists, Morisot became an important member of a group
of Impressionist painters. Her critical acclaim
and earnings were sometimes larger than
those of her famous colleagues, who included
Claude Monet and Edgar Degas.
Morisot used long fluid brushstrokes and
had a tendency to leave parts of her canvas
barely covered. Critics said the works looked
“unfinished,” but Morisot’s style was deliberate. “I want to paint fleeting moments,” she
said, “before they disappear forever.”

TIME TO CONNECT
• Learn more about Morisot using art books
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and your school’s media resource center.

Berthe Morisot. Roses. Date unknown.
Morisot’s fluid, rapid strokes animate
every inch of her canvas. They also make
the background as important as the figures
in the foreground.

• Review this article and study her paintings.
• Now respond to Morisot’s statement above.
What do you think she meant by it? Did she
accomplish her goal? Why or why not?

• Share your responses with a partner comparing and contrasting your points of view and
reasons for your ideas.
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Building Vocabulary

Cross-Curriculum
Connections

Number a sheet of paper from 1 to 7. After
each number, write the term from the list that
matches each description below.
applied art
art
artist
fine art

tab

perceive
portfolio
visual culture

•rev num

nl top
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12. Social Studies. EM Using a variety of
resources, research and discuss the role
of the visual arts in a selected period of
history. What type of art was created?
How did the time period influence the
type of art created? Write a summary of
your findings.
tab
tab
13. Language Arts. Look through
some magazines, focusing on the
advertisements. In a written report,
describe tactics employed in advertising
to sway the viewer’s thinking. Select and
provide examples of advertisements.

•rev H3

1. Art that is valued only for its visual
appeal or success in communicating
ideas or feelings.
2. A carefully selected collection of artwork
kept by students and professional artists.
tab tab
3. A person who uses imagination and skill
to communicate ideas in visual form.
4. To become aware through the senses of
the special nature of objects.
5. Art that is made to be functional as well
as visually pleasing.
12pt
6. A visual statement that represents the
18pt
real world, communicates an idea or
feeling, or presents an interesting design.
7. Includes everything one sees, has seen, 6pt
or may imagine.
18pt
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Summarize the main ideas of this chapter.
What questions do you still have?
Clarify the meaning of the key terms in this
chapter. Refer to your three-column chart.
How do your own definitions differ from the
glossary definitions? What new information
did you learn?

Reviewing Art Facts
Number a sheet of paper from 8 to 11.
Answer each question in a complete
sentence.
8. What is visual culture? Give some
examples.
9. Describe fine art and applied art.
10. What are some purposes for creating
works of art?
11. What is the benefit of keeping a
portfolio?
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Identify and describe various purposes for
creating works of art.
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Go to art.glencoe.com for eFlashcards and
other student activities.
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